Full Itinerary & Trip Details

Daily Hakkari Cukurca Tour

PRICE STARTING FROM

DURATION

TOUR ID

€ 29 € 29

1 days

23503

ITINERARY
Day 1 : DAILY HAKKARI CUKURCA TOUR
Pick up from the hotel after breakfast. The first thing that comes to mind when it comes to Hakkari is
undoubtedly the Zap Water. Zap Water passes from the west of Cukurca district to Iraqi territory. It
grows with some streams it receives while crossing in Bashkale Valley. The most important source that
it feeds is Karasu and determines the borders of Hakkari -Van, Yuksekova, Bashkale, Ormeta and
Kunin respectively. Rain, snow and glacier-fed waters in the spring and early summer with the Zap
River surging waters during the winter months would be one of Turkey's fastest flowing rivers. We
move to Cukurca through the Zap Valley. It is also an open-air museum with the visual forms of the
valley through which the stream flows. In addition, the steep and deep valleys along the Zap Stream are
very rich in terms of both cruise and presentation. Throughout the valley, we will be able to see
waterfalls, endemic plants and perhaps reverse tulips. We will see and illustrate Cukurca Castle and

multi-storey stone houses in Cukurca. Return to our hotel in Hakkari .Overnight in Hakkari .
We hope your tour was a memorable one and we look forward to seeing you in the future on another
our Turkey Tour. Have a safe trip back home and thanks for choosing us.

Includes
Professional English - speaking tour guides
All entrance fees mentioned in the itinerary
Transportation in a fully air - conditioned, non - smoking coach
Pick up from your hotel
Drop back to your hotel
Guided Hakkari Cukurca Tour

Excludes
Insurance: All types
Personal expenses: Lunches, extras at hotel or additional meals
Tipping: Tips for guides and drivers
International Flights and Domestic Flights

Routes

Available On Dates
5 November, 2020 - 31 March, 2022

Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday,
Saturday

